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Do you want to know God more intimately? Do you desire to â€œget in the Wordâ€• but donâ€™t

know how? Has your Bible been collecting more dust than impacting your life? Are you tired of

relying on others to tell you what God says and want to study the Bible yourself? This is the book for

you! Inductive Bible Study is a method that will encourage you to discover biblical truth on your own.

By embracing a few simple techniques and committing to be a student of the Word, Stop Reading,

Start Studying: Inductive Bible Study Explained will move you from simply reading the Word of God

to allowing the Bible to completely transform your life.Not only will this valuable resource teach you

how to effectively study the Bible, but it will lay out all the tools to help you get the job done. In

particular, you will be introduced to the Inductive Bible Study App. This App is the #1 free Inductive

Bible Study App, and will enable you to complete Inductive Bible Study using your smartphone or

tablet.
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I like how the this book turns your focus to preparing for your studies and the materials to use. Yes, I

would definitely recommend this book. I choose five stars because for me, this will help me in my

bible studies.

This book was very helpful and I highly recommend it for anyone who is looking to dig a little deeper

into the word of God.

Since I went to college, IÃ¢Â€Â™ve felt myself losing touch with God. In particular, I stopped

attending Bible study and became an occasional church-goer. In the past few weeks, IÃ¢Â€Â™ve

been looking to reconnect, and this book has been a big help. It focuses on techniques to really

connect with the Word and study the Bible effectively. IÃ¢Â€Â™ve been studying the bible nightly

and using the tips from this book to get the most out of it. I also like the app, which will allow me to

continue my studying wherever I go! I would recommend this book to every person of faith.

Love this book from start to finish. This is the first book on studying the Bible that I can totally follow

and the author gives some really great pointers that I will keep with me a life time. Very

pleased....best book ever on how to study the Bible.

We make studying the bible so complicated! I'll admit, there are some parts of the bible that are very

difficult to understand. Another problem is we often take things in the bible out of context and

therefore misapply it to our lives. However, the inductive bible study method explained in this book,

along with the aide of the Holy Spirit, provides a clear and concise way to faithfully read, interpret

and apply the bible to our lives. The Appendix provides additional tools for some of those more

difficult passages and for digging deeper into God's Word. I love Mr. Jackson's writing style because

even though we must put in the time and effort to study, he makes the process so simple! As a new

pastor, I plan to use this book and recommend it as regular reading for our congregation. Thanks for

putting the absolute essentials of bible study all into one convenient book!

If you have ever wondered if you should be getting more out of your daily Bible study, this is the

book for you. Learning to study the Bible in an inductive way will assist you in application of the

Word to your own life as well as helping you to minister to others. Mr. Henry Jackson III, the author,

does an excellent job of explaining why we need to study the Bible inductively along with giving you



the steps to do so effectively in a clear and concise use of words that makes this a very easy read.

The author includes a great list of resources and tools, such as Bible concordances, dictionaries,

pens, and even an app! This book far exceeded my expectations and I recommend it as a great

read and reference tool for those who want to get more out of their study of the Bible.

I think this is a great book, it introduces questions that we need to ask in order to get the most out of

studying. It not only opens our minds to the right questions to ask as we study, but it also shows

how to reach the correct answers.A teacher of God's word will discover the effectiveness of their

teaching when their student have the tools introduced in this book. Their studying and growth will

continue even though class time is over.Every disciple of Christ can find the desire to strengthen

their walk and personal relationship with The Lord as they read this book.This book directs our

attention to the one place for spiritual growth. " 1 PeterÃ¢Â€Â¬ Ã¢Â€Â2:2Ã¢Â€Â¬ Ã¢Â€Â

Ã¢Â€ÂœDesire GodÃ¢Â€Â™s pure word as newborn babies desire milk. Then you will grow in your

salvation.Ã¢Â€Â• GWÃ¢Â€Â¬Ã¢Â€Â¬The Inductive Bible Study method found in this book always

takes us to the one true God that give wisdom and understanding. This will alleviate fear of not

being able to understand the Bible.This book is in some ways like I've often described the Bible

"The Scriptures are shallow enough for a babe to come and drink without fear of drowning and deep

enough for theologians to swim in without ever reaching the bottom.""Great penmanship to the

author" Henry Jackson III.

Many people read the Bible just to satisfy their religious conscience. But the fact of the matter is,

that the Bible is not just a book we are meant to simply read for the sake of satisfying our religious

conscience. It is our God given manual for developing in our faith so we can become truly

transformed, grow in our faith and continuously draw closer to Him in our relationship. If you are

looking to study the Bible in a manner that is in line with the tutoring guardianship of the Holy Spirit

so you can grow in your faith, become righteously transformed, cultivate and maintain a meaningful

relationship with God, then this book is certainly for you. In this book, you will learn the art of;

inductive Bible study, which will enable you become righteously transformed in line with God's Will

for your life, how to meditate on God's Word and apply His Word to your life in a way that will enable

you achieve righteous outcomes, and much more. The author's simplistic yet Biblically sound style

of writing makes this book a must have resource for any believer that is genuinely seeking to

increase in the understanding of God's Word, grow in faith and maintain a relationship relationship

with God, through understanding, interpretation and application of His Word in a manner that is in



line with His Will. If you are seeking to study the Bible in a manner that will enable youto achieve

God's transformational and faith development plan for your life, then I highly recommend that you

should get this book!
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